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Trần Lương, _un Reflection, 1997, ink and natural color pigment on dó paper, 24 3/8 x 32 1/4". From “Gang
of Five: Chancing Modern.”

Gang of Five
The Gang of Five are “a very famous yet mysterious group of painters,” according to Lê
Thuân Uyên, curator of “Gang of Five: Chancing Modern.” Though they are widely
known in Vietnam as pioneers of abstraction, their practices are not well understood, and
their early works in particular have rarely been shown. Formed in Hanoi in the late 1980s,
the group comprises Hồng Việt Dũng, Hà Trí Hiếu, Đặng Xuân Hoà, Trần Lương and
Phạm Quang Vinh. (Lương is better known to international audiences for his
performances and videos, which have been exhibited extensively in biennials and museums
across Asia, Europe, and the US.) These five men first gathered to share ideas and exhibit
together, finding strength in a feeling of community within a political and cultural climate
that was inhospitable to abstraction or any other experimentation not sponsored by the
Vietnamese state.
Comprising twenty-five

— Roger Nelson
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